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Reading of every cool knoll and province
1
Makes Patty itch for a  travel advance

For Ireland's mellow and charming

And oh really so darling

And it's now generating itinerants
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Belfast

Mullingar

Tralee

Dublin

Limerick

Ballinrobe

Castlebar

Kilkenny

Waterford

Cookstown
Coalisland
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The crossing of two can be cruel
When men are engaged in a duel.
But oft it's okay
If the two are quite gay
To enjoy a good fight with their tools.

If you want to make twice your pleasure,
You could chew some gum at your leisure.
But if twins are your thing,
For multiply fun flings,
This place provides two times the treasure.

Four young boys from a small town
Whose antics can fix any frown  
"You bastards!" they shout
At the guilty lout
Weekly dying earns one friend renown!

An uptight man once found an isle,
Where riches did bring him a smile;
For the ample rocks turned
Into diamonds unearned
When stuck up his ass for a while.

The best place to go for a drink,
Is up in a turret, I think;
The chicks there are smokin',
And I'm not a-jokin',
The moat's filled with beer to the brink.

He rides bicycles when he's in France 
And gals yearn to see him without pants.
When in his kimono
His orb is now solo
But still no one is hotter than Lance!

A particular kind of a plug
Must leave before filling your mug.
The tasty red wine
Makes you feel quite divine
And helps you and your lover get snug.

You can do this in Oregon Trail
Though you’re often apt to fail.
You might lose an ox
Or die from smallpox,
But must do this if you can’t sail.

Now Pisa's it leans to the left,
And London's its head has been cleft.
There's one here at Coit,
But by far most adroit
Is Sears since length's better than heft.

For this poem may I suggest
That ladies will be most impressed
If your try at rhyme
Instead of sublime
Is bawdy and made just in jest.

For sugar you'll never be lacking;
The neighbors send fast food joints packing.
If you cannot dice
and not even slice
In the kitchen you'd better get cracking.

Named after the saint of this place,
A large dog who’d get in your face.
Upon you he'll jump,
Your leg he will hump
Lest you tell him to stay in his place.

There once was a lady with skills
To make men lose desire w'out pills.
If you had a hard-on
It would soon be far gone
So ugly she might give you chills.

The whining, obnoxious kid
Acted this way—oh, he did!
I spanked his fanny,
Called Supernanny;
Behavior problems were rid.

Ma! What have you gone and done?
My Bessie's dead, I reckon.
A good calf mother
With sexy udders
There'll be no more milking fun.

A city much like Reno,
It's just one big casino.
Liquor and poker,
Players leave broker
From blackjack, slots, and keno.

In the mirror you frown at your face,
A spot you would like to erase.
With a quiet pop
Pus erupts from atop
And now there is red in its place.

Scientists in Scotland were jolly
When creating one they named Dolly.
But some find these immoral
Which started a quarrel:
Were the scientists right or in folly?

Most acrophobics will groan
At the thought of kissing this stone
To gain the gift of gab,
Which would be pretty fab,
Though success has not yet been shown.

Though sheer they are multi-hued.
They come in brown, black or nude.
You'd be quite a flirt
To wear a short skirt
Without these it'd almost be lewd!


